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The judges experienced a great deal of pleasure and pride in scrutinising the entries for the ninth annual Mondi 

Shanduka Newspaper Awards held at Soccer City in Johannesburg on Wednesday, 5 May. 

"The best were really excellent, and there was a feeling of appreciation and respect for the sterling work being done 

by South Africa's newspaper journalists," said panel convenor and head of journalism and media studies at Rhodes 

University, Professor Guy Berger . 

The winners in the competition's 15 categories were singled out from 41 shortlisted candidates selected among 604 

entries. 

Sunday Times came up trumps when four of its entrants won in five categories. English weeklies Sunday 

Times and Mail & Guardian and the English daily, The Star, featured strongly on both the winners and finalists lists. 

This year saw an increase in submissions from community newspapers, with independent publications submitting the 

most entries from the Johannesburg, Cape Town and KwaZulu-Natal areas, followed by Avusa's Sunday Times, The 

Times and Daily Dispatch. 

The competition features two new categories, namely Journalism Twenty-Ten, which drew 19 entries, and Editorial 

Cartoons, which drew 31. 

THE WINNERS, THE FINALISTS AND THE COMMENDEES 

  

1.   Hard News 

 Winners: 
Julian Rademeyer and Felix Dlangamandla - ‘Perdfris Shaik' (Rapport) 

 Finalists: 
Angelique Serrao - ‘Bullying in schools' (The Star) 

Alex Eliseev - ‘MEC in murky Merc deal' (The Star) 

 Commended: 
Thanduxolo Jika - ‘Top ANC official is ‘dead', according to his ID' (Daily Dispatch) 

The winning entry provided the first clear and uncontested evidence that Shabir Shaik was not complying with his 

parole conditions. This was strong journalism, incontrovertible and full of power. 

2.   Analysis and Commentary 

 Winner: 
Brendan Boyle - ‘The loud, loutish dumbing down of government' (Sunday Times) 

 Finalist: 
Michael Bleby - ‘Reflections on an inner-city dilemma' (The Weekender) 

 Commended: 
Sue Blaine - ‘What's an idea worth?' (The Weekender) 

The winning column was well-written and well-argued, tackling a complex subject succinctly and effectively for the 

target audience. Most impressive was the writer's skill in analysing the troublesome features of a one-party-dominant 

state within a fairly limited space. 

3.   Feature Writing 



 Winner: 
Oliver Roberts - ‘The quest to be one' (Sunday Times) 

 Finalist: 
Solly Maphumulo - ‘MaKhumalo: An African love story' (The Star) 

 Commended: 
Jacqueline Aires - ‘Rites and wrongs: probing initiation' (Sunday Independent) 

Alex Eliseev - ‘Eight winters' (The Star) 

Jackie Mapiloko and Dudu Zitha - ‘Survival of the fittest' (City Press) 

This category received the most entries - many of a very high standard. The winning entry by Oliver Roberts covered 

the complex realities of people living with a-typical sexual differentiation - and was written before the Caster Semenya 

controversy broke. 

4.   Investigative Journalism 

 Winner: 
Adriaan Basson - ‘Kitchen confidential' (Mail & Guardian) 

 Finalist:  
Rob Rose - ‘Tannenbaum ponzi scheme', series (Sunday Times) 

 Commended: 
Stephan Hofstatter and Rob Rose - ‘Exposed: deadly taxi racket' (Sunday Times) 

Brian Hayward - ‘Tycoon's secret paradise' (The Herald) 

Fred Kockott - ‘Shoot to kill' (Sunday Tribune) 

Thanduxolo Jika - ‘Dying to live' (Daily Dispatch) 

The winning entry is a series of articles by Adriaan Basson, and the culmination of a three-year investigation. 

Traditional legwork, perseverance, courage and an ability to look for information beyond the obvious sources resulted 

in evidence-based reporting that has had far-reaching results. 

5.   Creative Journalism 

 Winner: 
 Nikiwe Bikitsha - ‘Google me baby'; ‘She can have any surname ...' (Mail & Guardian) 

  

 Commended: 
Patrick Bulger - Column ‘The Late Night News - Fighting talk from Bush and Russia Today' (The Weekender) 

Gert Coetzee - ‘Brandpunt, Rassiste Anoniem Biegsessie vir ongeneeslikes' (Volksblad) 

Helen Walne - Column ‘Human League' - Various columns (Cape Argus) 

There was a dearth of outstanding pieces in this category and a prevalence of contributions that were marred by the 

writers' fondness for the personal pronoun. Those that evinced a smidgeon of humour fell flat in terms of other 

criteria, such as clarity and cross-cultural sensitivity. 

Nikiwe Bikitsha's brave pieces drag us into the fraught terrain of "male-dom" and how it misinterprets femaleness. 

She takes no prisoners when it comes to people in power, be it the national police commissioner or the president of 

the republic. 



6.   Editorial Cartoons 

 Winner: 
Jonathan Shapiro, for cartoons: ‘Vote ANC 94 - 09', ‘Pontius Mpshe', ‘When pigs flew', ‘Blade's New Car' (Mail & 

Guardian) and ‘Tripartitecycle' (Sunday Times) 

 Commended: 
Cuan Miles - ‘Eishkom - more pain for the people'; ‘Shaik, rattle and roll'; ‘The chessmaster'; ‘The lunacy of King 

George ....er...King Dalindyebo'; ‘Abracadabra or Mpshe' (Daily Dispatch) 

Brandan Reynolds - ‘2009 ... What a Year' (Business Day) 

This category is once again dominated by Jonathan Shapiro (Zapiro). His combination of simple and direct 

draftmanship, wicked wit and ability to think sideways make him a world-class cartoonist. But there are many more 

South African newspaper cartoonists than a few years ago, and their drawing skills get better and better. What they 

need to develop, though, is the ability to look beyond the obvious and turn situations on their heads. 

7.   Graphical Journalism 

 Winner: 
Anton Vermeulen - ‘Stryd van die vaste vyf' (Sport24) 

Finalist: 

Jaco Grobbelaar - Various articles (Die Burger) 

 Commended: 
Debbie van der Merwe - ‘Oscar'; ‘Dankie vir die vis'; ‘Nuwe winde waai'; ‘Einde van die citi' (Rapport) 

This is the first year that graphics have been separated from cartoons, allowing a different category of work to 

emerge from under the shadow of Zapiro. Long neglected in the South African press, graphics show heartening signs 

of being taken more seriously. Only a minority of the entries, however, took the difficult step beyond pure artwork, and 

into either meaningful illustration and/or effective information graphics. 

8.   Popular Journalism 

 Winner: 
Prince Chauke - ‘Look how I'm beating Aids'; ‘My HIV+ shame' (Sunday Sun) 

A winner in the same category last year, Prince Chauke takes the horror of Aids to switch it into an inspirational story. 

He recounts how kwaito star Lucas ‘Stitchman' Setwaba gave up womanising, started an antiretroviral programme, 

and disclosed his HIV status. ‘My HIV+ Shame' once again uses the popular angle of a musician in a ‘story with a 

message'. 

  

9.   News Photographs 

 Winner: 
Alon Skuy - ‘Shober as a judge' (The Times) 

 Finalist: 
Halden Krog - ‘Fat cat' (The Times) 

 Commended: 
Ziphozonke Lushaba - ‘Cops brutality' (The Star) 

  



The winning entry stood out for its subtlety and imaginative character, capturing half the face of the judge who was 

found guilty of drunken driving. This image required quick thinking on the part of the photographer (most would have 

waited a second for the judge to move into the clear), and a bold decision by the picture desk, given the way the 

photograph was displayed under that headline. 

10.               Feature Photographs 

 Winner: 
Jennifer Bruce - ‘The last call of the sea' as well as other entries ‘Carcass crackdown' and ‘Staying alive in a 

wasteland' (The Star) 

 Commended: 
Herman Verwey - ‘New Limbs - Klein Mpho wou nie haar eerste paar skoene uittrek' (Beeld) 

Jennifer Bruce photographed the life countdown of a man, with photos that have a beginning and an ending, and 

which stand out for their composition. This was a picture story that managed to be poignant without ever being 

sentimental, about a dying man's last wish to be taken out to look at the sea. Judges added that her other entries - 

‘Staying alive in a wasteland' and ‘Pet carcass scandal' - could also have won this category for her graphically visual 

story about humans reduced to scavenging on a garbage dump and the SPCA dumping carcasses at the 

Randfontein Municipal Rubbish Dump. 

  

Judges also noted that newspapers deserved to be commended for the fact that they are now using pictures far 

better than in the past. There were an enormous number of very good photos, making selection quite difficult. 

11.               Sports Photographs 

 Winner: 
Ziphozonke Lushaba - ‘Shades of glory' (The Star) 

 Finalist: 
Adrian de Kock - ‘Rough riding' (The Star) 

The judges described the winning image as poetic, while the finalist was dramatic. They also noted that while rugby 

was well represented in the entries, soccer was almost absent. 

12.               Presentation 

 Winner: 
Elsolet Joubert and Danie Toerien - ‘Agter die nuus. 13' (Sake24) 

 Finalist: 
Matthew le Cordeur - ‘67 ways to help your neighbour' (The Witness) 

The winning entry is an unusual front page by Elsolet Joubert and Danie Toerien, marking the farewell from the 

finance ministry of Trevor Manuel after 13 years in the seat. It takes an excellent photograph of Manuel and turns it 

into a magazine-style front page, showing just enough restraint to avoid overwhelming the photograph. 

  

13.               Journalism Twenty-Ten 



 Winner: 

Rob Rose - ‘Match Fixing' (Sunday Times) 

 Finalist: 

Adriaan Basson - series on security at Confederations Cup (Mail & Guardian) 

 Commended: 

Lucky Sindane - ‘Colours of loyalty' (Mail & Guardian) 

Colleen Dardagan - various articles (Daily News) 

The entries in this commemorative category dealt with diverse dimensions of the staging of the 2010 Fifa Soccer 

World Cup. 

Rob Rose successfully explored controversy around the practices of Match, the accredited hospitality company in 

regard to rentals and tours, including the perspectives from stakeholders, big and small. 

 

 


